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2022-05-01 0520 Animation Jetsons: The Movie

When George Jetson (George O'Hanlon) gets a promotion, he moves to outer space 

with the entire family - Jane, Judy, Elroy, Rosie the Robot, and Astro the family dog. 

But soon the family discovers that George's company is destroying the homes of the 

Grungies, the friendly underground creatures who live on the same asteroid.

USA English-100 1990 RPT G

2022-05-01 0650 Comedy Maiko Haaaan!!!

Kimihiko Onizuka is a salaryman infatuated with maiko (apprentice geisha) and 

whose greatest goal in life is to play a party game called 'yakyuken' with one. He is 

finally able to indulge in his obsession when he is transferred to his company's 

branch in Kyoto - the epicentre of geisha culture. Directed by Nobuo Mizuta and 

stars Sadawo Abe, Shinichi Tsutsumi and Koh Shibasaki.

JAPAN Japanese-100 2007 RPT PG l s v Y

2022-05-01 0910 Drama Goal!

Santiago Munez, a young immigrant living in the barrios of Los Angeles, has an 

impossible dream - to become a professional soccer player. Unexpectedly getting a 

tryout with one of England's premier football clubs, Newcastle United, Santiago 

finds himself totally alone in a world where soccer is a religion and the players are 

treated like gods. Stars Kuno Becker, Alessandro Nivola and Anna Friel.

USA
English-50; Spanish-

50
2006 RPT PG a l s Y

2022-05-01 1120 History The Invisibles

While Nazi propaganda minister Joseph Goebbels infamously declared Berlin 'free of 

Jews' in 1943, 1,700 managed to survive in the Nazi capital through the end of 

World War II. Using a mix of documentary and re-enactments, The Invisibles traces 

the stories of four young people who learned to hide in plain sight. Directed by Claus 

Rafle and stars Max Mauff, Alice Dwyer and Aaron Altaras.

GERMANY German-100 2017 RPT M a Y

2022-05-01 1325 Drama A Matter Of Life And Death

Powell And Pressburger are at their most imaginative in this film set in the final days 

of WWII. British pilot Peter Carter (David Niven) is alone in a blazing plane. As he 

prepares himself for death, he confides his innermost secrets to an American radio 

operator (Kim Hunter). After jumping out of the plane, he miraculously survives - 

only to find that his survival was due to a celestial error.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1946 RPT PG a v 

2022-05-01 1520 Comedy Parade

Two children come across a variety of performers, including acrobats, jugglers and a 

mime with a series of impressions, when they go behind the scenes of a small circus. 

Directed by and starring Jacques Tati.

FRANCE French-100 1974 RPT G Y

2022-05-01 1705 Comedy
The Importance Of Being 

Earnest

Anthony Asquith's star-studded version of Oscar Wilde's classic comedy maintains 

enormous amounts of charm. Featuring a stellar cast, including Michael Redgrave, 

Joan Greenwood, and Dame Edith Evans, it tells the hilarious story of two young 

women who think themselves engaged to the same non-existent man - Ernest.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1952 RPT G Y Y

2022-05-01 1850 Musical Teen Spirit

Violet is a shy teenager who dreams of escaping her small town and pursuing her 

passion to sing. With the help of an unlikely mentor, she enters a local singing 

competition that will test her integrity, talent and ambition. Driven by a pop-fuelled 

soundtrack, Teen Spirit is a visceral and stylish spin on the Cinderella story. Directed 

by Max Minghella and stars Elle Fanning and Agnieszka Grochowska.

USA English-100 2019 RPT PG a l s Y Y

2022-05-01 2030 Thriller Hannibal
Focus On: Julianne 

Moore

Seven years have passed since Dr. Hannibal Lecter and FBI agent Clarice Starling met 

in a prison for the criminally insane. The doctor, having escaped, is now living in 

Europe and taking advantage of an unguarded world, unaware that his past has 

caught up with him. His sixth victim, Mason Verger, though hideously disfigured, has 

survived and is now out for revenge, using as bait someone Lecter cannot resist - 

Clarice Starling. Stars Anthony Hopkins and Julianne Moore.

USA English-100 2001 RPT MA v Y Y

2022-05-01 2255 Drama Young Adam

A young drifter named Joe finds work on a barge owned by the down-to-earth Les 

and his enigmatic wife Ella. One afternoon Joe and Les happen upon the corpse of a 

young woman floating in the water and the questions surrounding her death begin. 

As the police investigate the case and a suspect is arrested, it becomes evident that 

Joe knows more about the drowned woman than he will admit. Stars Ewan 

McGregor, Tilda Swinton and Peter Mullan.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2002 RPT MA l n s Y Y

2022-05-01 2445 History The Guardians

On the Paridier farm in 1915, a mother and her daughter take over when their men 

leave for the front. They work tirelessly, their lives marked by hard work and their 

men's rare visits on leave. Hortense, the oldest, hires a young ward of the state to 

help - Francine, who believes that she has finally found a family. Stars Nathalie Baye 

and Laura Smet.

FRANCE French-98; English-2 2017 RPT M a s v Y



2022-05-01 2715 History The Invisibles

While Nazi propaganda minister Joseph Goebbels infamously declared Berlin 'free of 

Jews' in 1943, 1,700 managed to survive in the Nazi capital through the end of 

World War II. Using a mix of documentary and re-enactments, The Invisibles traces 

the stories of four young people who learned to hide in plain sight. Directed by Claus 

Rafle and stars Max Mauff, Alice Dwyer and Aaron Altaras.

GERMANY German-100 2017 RPT M a Y

2022-05-02 0520 Comedy Parade

Two children come across a variety of performers, including acrobats, jugglers and a 

mime with a series of impressions, when they go behind the scenes of a small circus. 

Directed by and starring Jacques Tati.

FRANCE French-100 1974 RPT G Y

2022-05-02 0700 Family White Tuft The Little Beaver

As the seasons pass, a beaver couple live and play by their dam. They have baby kits, 

gather food, maintain their dam, and of course defend their territory against 

predators and intruders. After one of their young gets lost in the forest, the parents 

begin a frantic search for the little beaver.

FRANCE French-100 2008 RPT G

2022-05-02 0825 Musical Teen Spirit

Violet is a shy teenager who dreams of escaping her small town and pursuing her 

passion to sing. With the help of an unlikely mentor, she enters a local singing 

competition that will test her integrity, talent and ambition. Driven by a pop-fuelled 

soundtrack, Teen Spirit is a visceral and stylish spin on the Cinderella story. Directed 

by Max Minghella and stars Elle Fanning and Agnieszka Grochowska.

USA English-100 2019 RPT PG a l s Y Y

2022-05-02 1005 Drama Masaan

Along the Ganges River, the lives of four people interconnect in this drama about 

guilt, unrequited love and the yearning for a family in an India where tradition 

clashes with modernity. Winner of Un Certain Regard at the Cannes Film Festival in 

2015. Directed by Neeraj Ghaywan and stars Richa Chadha, Sanjay Mishra and Vicky 

Kaushal.

FRANCE Hindi-100 2015 RPT M a l s Y

2022-05-02 1205 Animation Jetsons: The Movie

When George Jetson (George O'Hanlon) gets a promotion, he moves to outer space 

with the entire family - Jane, Judy, Elroy, Rosie the Robot, and Astro the family dog. 

But soon the family discovers that George's company is destroying the homes of the 

Grungies, the friendly underground creatures who live on the same asteroid.

USA English-100 1990 RPT G

2022-05-02 1335 Comedy Maiko Haaaan!!!

Kimihiko Onizuka is a salaryman infatuated with maiko (apprentice geisha) and 

whose greatest goal in life is to play a party game called 'yakyuken' with one. He is 

finally able to indulge in his obsession when he is transferred to his company's 

branch in Kyoto - the epicentre of geisha culture. Directed by Nobuo Mizuta and 

stars Sadawo Abe, Shinichi Tsutsumi and Koh Shibasaki.

JAPAN Japanese-100 2007 RPT PG l s v Y

2022-05-02 1555 Drama Goal!

Santiago Munez, a young immigrant living in the barrios of Los Angeles, has an 

impossible dream - to become a professional soccer player. Unexpectedly getting a 

tryout with one of England's premier football clubs, Newcastle United, Santiago 

finds himself totally alone in a world where soccer is a religion and the players are 

treated like gods. Stars Kuno Becker, Alessandro Nivola and Anna Friel.

USA
English-50; Spanish-

50
2006 RPT PG a l s Y

2022-05-02 1805 Animation Legends Of The Guardians

When Soren, a young owl, is abducted by an evil owl army known as the Pure Ones, 

he must escape with his new-found friends and seek the legendary Guardians of 

Ga'Hoole to help defeat the menace and save the owl kingdoms. Directed by Zack 

Snyder (Watchmen) and voiced by Jim Sturgess, Helen Mirren, Hugo Weaving and 

Abbie Cornish.

AUSTRALIA English-100 2010 RPT PG a v Y

2022-05-02 1950 Comedy Perfect Strangers

During a dinner party, seven long-time friends decide to play a dangerous game. 

They place their mobile phones on the table and agree to make all texts and calls 

public in an attempt to prove that they have nothing to hide. Clearly, this game has 

no point among honest companions who share everything with each other; 

nevertheless, when the phones start ringing, who will be the one with the sweatiest 

palms? Stars Giuseppe Battiston, Anna Foglietta and Marco Giallini.

ITALY Italian-100 2016 RPT M l s Y

2022-05-02 2125 Drama Indignation Period Dramas

Based on Philip Roth's novel, Indignation takes place in 1951, as Marcus Messier 

(Logan Lerman), a brilliant working-class Jewish boy from New Jersey, travels on 

scholarship to a small, conservative college in Ohio, thus exempting him from the 

draft. Once there, however, Marcus's growing infatuation with his beautiful 

classmate Olivia Hutton (Sarah Gordon), and his clashes with the college's imposing 

Dean, put his and his family's best laid plans to the ultimate test.

USA English-100 2016 MA a Y

2022-05-02 2330 Comedy The Trouble With You

While a French Riviera police officer discovers her late husband led a double life, the 

man who was imprisoned for her husband's crimes is released from jail and must 

adapt to the outside world. Directed by Pierre Salvadori and stars Adele Haenel, 

Marmai Pio and Audrey Tautou.

FRANCE French-100 2018 RPT M a l s v Y

2022-05-02 2530 Drama Graduation
SBS World Movies 

Premiere

After his daughter is attack just before her college entrance exam, Romeo Aldea, an 

upstanding doctor, thinks up ways of solving the situation. However, none of them 

follow the principles he, as a father, has taught his daughter. Nominated for the 

Palme d'Or at Cannes in 2016. Directed by Cristian Mungiu and stars Adrian Titieni 

and Maria Dragus.

ROMANIA Romanian-100 2016 MA l Y



2022-05-02 2755 Thriller A Hijacking

The Danish cargo ship MV Rozen is heading for harbour when it is hijacked by Somali 

pirates in the Indian Ocean. Amongst the men on board are the ship's cook Mikkel 

(Pilou Asbaek) and the engineer Jan (Roland Moller), who along with the rest of the 

seamen are taken hostage in a cynical game of life and death. With the demand for a 

ransom of millions of dollars, a psychological drama unfolds. 

DENMARK
English-60; Danish-

35; Somali-4; 

Japanese-1

2012 RPT M a l Y Y

2022-05-03 0550 Drama Goal!

Santiago Munez, a young immigrant living in the barrios of Los Angeles, has an 

impossible dream - to become a professional soccer player. Unexpectedly getting a 

tryout with one of England's premier football clubs, Newcastle United, Santiago 

finds himself totally alone in a world where soccer is a religion and the players are 

treated like gods. Stars Kuno Becker, Alessandro Nivola and Anna Friel.

USA
English-50; Spanish-

50
2006 RPT PG a l s Y

2022-05-03 0800 Biography Florence Foster Jenkins

In 1940s New York, socialite Florence Foster Jenkins dreams of becoming a great 

opera singer, despite having a terrible singing voice. Her husband St. Clair, 

meanwhile, goes to extreme lengths to make sure his wife never finds out how truly 

awful she is. When Florence announces her plans for a concert at Carnegie Hall, St. 

Clair realises that he's facing his greatest challenge yet. Stars Meryl Streep and Hugh 

Grant.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2016 RPT PG a Y Y

2022-05-03 1005 History The Guardians

On the Paridier farm in 1915, a mother and her daughter take over when their men 

leave for the front. They work tirelessly, their lives marked by hard work and their 

men's rare visits on leave. Hortense, the oldest, hires a young ward of the state to 

help - Francine, who believes that she has finally found a family. Stars Nathalie Baye 

and Laura Smet.

FRANCE French-98; English-2 2017 RPT M a s v Y

2022-05-03 1235 Thriller A Hijacking

The Danish cargo ship MV Rozen is heading for harbour when it is hijacked by Somali 

pirates in the Indian Ocean. Amongst the men on board are the ship's cook Mikkel 

(Pilou Asbaek) and the engineer Jan (Roland Moller), who along with the rest of the 

seamen are taken hostage in a cynical game of life and death. With the demand for a 

ransom of millions of dollars, a psychological drama unfolds. 

DENMARK
English-60; Danish-

35; Somali-4; 

Japanese-1

2012 RPT M a l Y Y

2022-05-03 1430 Musical Teen Spirit

Violet is a shy teenager who dreams of escaping her small town and pursuing her 

passion to sing. With the help of an unlikely mentor, she enters a local singing 

competition that will test her integrity, talent and ambition. Driven by a pop-fuelled 

soundtrack, Teen Spirit is a visceral and stylish spin on the Cinderella story. Directed 

by Max Minghella and stars Elle Fanning and Agnieszka Grochowska.

USA English-100 2019 RPT PG a l s Y Y

2022-05-03 1610 Family White Tuft The Little Beaver

As the seasons pass, a beaver couple live and play by their dam. They have baby kits, 

gather food, maintain their dam, and of course defend their territory against 

predators and intruders. After one of their young gets lost in the forest, the parents 

begin a frantic search for the little beaver.

FRANCE French-100 2008 RPT G

2022-05-03 1735 Comedy Bride And Prejudice

A modern adaptation of Jane Austen's classic novel, Pride and Prejudice. Mrs Bakshi 

is looking for suitable husbands for her four daughters. When the rich single 

gentlemen Balraj and Darcy visit, the Bakshis have high hopes, but circumstances get 

in the way of romance. Stars Aishwarya Rai Bachchan, Martin Henderson and 

Naveen Andrews.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2005 RPT PG a l n s v Y Y

2022-05-03 1940 Comedy Wadjda

An enterprising Saudi girl enters a Koran recitation competition at her school and 

hopes to win enough money to buy the green bicycle that has captured her 

attention. Directed by Haifaa Al Mansour and stars Waad Mohammed and Reem 

Abdullah.

SAUDI ARABIA Arabic-100 2012 RPT PG Y

2022-05-03 2130 Drama Tulip Fever Period Dramas

A struggling young artist falls for a married woman while he's commissioned to paint 

her portrait during the tulip mania of 17th century Amsterdam. Seeking to break 

free from her powerful husband, the two invest in the risky tulip market in the hope 

of striking it rich. Directed by justin Chadwick and stars Alicia Vikander, Dane 

DeHaan and Jack O'Connell.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2017 MA s 

2022-05-03 2325 Romance Cold War

Pawel Pawlikowski's follow-up to the Academy Award-winning Ida is a ravishing, 

music-fuelled romance charting two mismatched lovers caught between East and 

West in 1950s Europe. Stars Joanna Kulig, Tomasz Kot and Borys Szyc.

POLAND Polish-100 2018 RPT M a l n s Y

2022-05-03 2500 Mystery / Crime The Connection

Pierre (Jean Dujardin), a relentlessly dedicated magistrate, is reassigned to Marseille 

in 1975 where the port city is ruled not by law, but by the terrifying mafia boss, 

Gaetan Zampa (Gilles Lellouche). Soon Pierre realises that to make a difference he 

will need to change his methods. This tough, fascinating film tells the little known 

story of how a ruthless international drug syndicate came undone. Based on a true 

story.

BELGIUM French-100 2014 MA d v Y

2022-05-03 2735 Comedy The Last Egg

A successful and beautiful woman has always said no to marriage.Upon turning 30, 

she discovers she has a rare disease which will soon cause ovarian failure. She then 

starts hunting for a male candidate that can stop her from wasting her last egg. Stars 

Binh Minh, Lap Huynh and Huu Chau.

VIETNAM Vietnamese-100 2016 RPT M a l s Y



2022-05-04 0520 Drama The Emperor's Club

William Hundert (Kevin Kline) is a passionate and principled Classics professor who 

finds his tightly-controlled world shaken and inexorably altered when a new student, 

Sedgewick Bell (Emile Hirsch), walks into his classroom. What begins as a fierce 

battle of wills gives way to a close student-teacher relationship, but results in a life 

lesson for Hundert that will still haunt him a quarter of a century later.

USA English-100 2002 RPT PG l n s Y Y

2022-05-04 0720 Comedy Bride And Prejudice

A modern adaptation of Jane Austen's classic novel, Pride and Prejudice. Mrs Bakshi 

is looking for suitable husbands for her four daughters. When the rich single 

gentlemen Balraj and Darcy visit, the Bakshis have high hopes, but circumstances get 

in the way of romance. Stars Aishwarya Rai Bachchan, Martin Henderson and 

Naveen Andrews.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2005 RPT PG a l n s v Y Y

2022-05-04 0925 Animation Legends Of The Guardians

When Soren, a young owl, is abducted by an evil owl army known as the Pure Ones, 

he must escape with his new-found friends and seek the legendary Guardians of 

Ga'Hoole to help defeat the menace and save the owl kingdoms. Directed by Zack 

Snyder (Watchmen) and voiced by Jim Sturgess, Helen Mirren, Hugo Weaving and 

Abbie Cornish.

AUSTRALIA English-100 2010 RPT PG a v Y

2022-05-04 1110 Romance Cold War

Pawel Pawlikowski's follow-up to the Academy Award-winning Ida is a ravishing, 

music-fuelled romance charting two mismatched lovers caught between East and 

West in 1950s Europe. Stars Joanna Kulig, Tomasz Kot and Borys Szyc.

POLAND Polish-100 2018 RPT M a l n s Y

2022-05-04 1245 Comedy The Trouble With You

While a French Riviera police officer discovers her late husband led a double life, the 

man who was imprisoned for her husband's crimes is released from jail and must 

adapt to the outside world. Directed by Pierre Salvadori and stars Adele Haenel, 

Marmai Pio and Audrey Tautou.

FRANCE French-100 2018 RPT M a l s v Y

2022-05-04 1445 Biography Florence Foster Jenkins

In 1940s New York, socialite Florence Foster Jenkins dreams of becoming a great 

opera singer, despite having a terrible singing voice. Her husband St. Clair, 

meanwhile, goes to extreme lengths to make sure his wife never finds out how truly 

awful she is. When Florence announces her plans for a concert at Carnegie Hall, St. 

Clair realises that he's facing his greatest challenge yet. Stars Meryl Streep and Hugh 

Grant.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2016 RPT PG a Y Y

2022-05-04 1650 Comedy Angrezi Medium

When his daughter decides to further her studies in London, a hardworking 

Rajasthani businessman does everything in power to make her dreams come true. 

Stars Irrfan Khan, Radhika Madan and Kareena Kapoor.

INDIA Hindi-87; English-13 2020 RPT PG a l v Y

2022-05-04 1930 Biography Breathe

The inspiring true love story of Robin (Andrew Garfield) and Diana Cavendish (Claire 

Foy), an adventurous young couple living in Africa in the late 1950s who refuse to 

give up when Robin is struck down by polio. Directed by Andy Serkis and also stars 

Hugh Bonneville.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2017 M a Y Y Y

2022-05-04 2140 Drama Wuthering Heights Period Dramas

A Yorkshire hill farmer on a visit to Liverpool finds a homeless boy on the streets. He 

takes him home to live as part of his family on the isolated Yorkshire moors where 

the boy forges an obsessive relationship with the farmer's daughter. Directed by 

Andrea Arnold and stars Kaya Scodelario, James Howson and Solomon Glave.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2011 MA a l Y

2022-05-04 2400 Drama Summertime

Summertime is a luminous and evocative French romance set in the turbulent 

1970s, where Delphine (Izia Higelin), a twenty-something farm girl of humble means 

moves to the big city of Paris, searching for independence. It's not long before she is 

drawn to dynamic thirty-something Carole (Cecile de France), who is actively 

involved in the emerging feminist movement.

BELGIUM French-100 2015 RPT MA s Y

2022-05-04 2600 Comedy Wadjda Eid al-Fitr

An enterprising Saudi girl enters a Koran recitation competition at her school and 

hopes to win enough money to buy the green bicycle that has captured her 

attention. Directed by Haifaa Al Mansour and stars Waad Mohammed and Reem 

Abdullah.

SAUDI ARABIA Arabic-100 2012 RPT PG Y

2022-05-04 2750 Romance Cold War

Pawel Pawlikowski's follow-up to the Academy Award-winning Ida is a ravishing, 

music-fuelled romance charting two mismatched lovers caught between East and 

West in 1950s Europe. Stars Joanna Kulig, Tomasz Kot and Borys Szyc.

POLAND Polish-100 2018 RPT M a l n s Y

2022-05-05 0525 Biography Florence Foster Jenkins

In 1940s New York, socialite Florence Foster Jenkins dreams of becoming a great 

opera singer, despite having a terrible singing voice. Her husband St. Clair, 

meanwhile, goes to extreme lengths to make sure his wife never finds out how truly 

awful she is. When Florence announces her plans for a concert at Carnegie Hall, St. 

Clair realises that he's facing his greatest challenge yet. Stars Meryl Streep and Hugh 

Grant.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2016 RPT PG a Y Y

2022-05-05 0725 Comedy Angrezi Medium

When his daughter decides to further her studies in London, a hardworking 

Rajasthani businessman does everything in power to make her dreams come true. 

Stars Irrfan Khan, Radhika Madan and Kareena Kapoor.

INDIA Hindi-87; English-13 2020 RPT PG a l v Y

2022-05-05 1010 Comedy Wadjda

An enterprising Saudi girl enters a Koran recitation competition at her school and 

hopes to win enough money to buy the green bicycle that has captured her 

attention. Directed by Haifaa Al Mansour and stars Waad Mohammed and Reem 

Abdullah.

SAUDI ARABIA Arabic-100 2012 RPT PG Y



2022-05-05 1155 Comedy The Last Egg

A successful and beautiful woman has always said no to marriage.Upon turning 30, 

she discovers she has a rare disease which will soon cause ovarian failure. She then 

starts hunting for a male candidate that can stop her from wasting her last egg. Stars 

Binh Minh, Lap Huynh and Huu Chau.

VIETNAM Vietnamese-100 2016 RPT M a l s Y

2022-05-05 1345 Comedy Bride And Prejudice

A modern adaptation of Jane Austen's classic novel, Pride and Prejudice. Mrs Bakshi 

is looking for suitable husbands for her four daughters. When the rich single 

gentlemen Balraj and Darcy visit, the Bakshis have high hopes, but circumstances get 

in the way of romance. Stars Aishwarya Rai Bachchan, Martin Henderson and 

Naveen Andrews.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2005 RPT PG a l n s v Y Y

2022-05-05 1550 Animation Toys And Pets

Nathan is one of a line of little toy porcelain figures that change colours in contact 

with water. But for some reason, his colour does not change, even though he was 

made by the Toy Master himself. One day, Nathan meets Timebot, a little robot. He 

decides to join him on an adventure to find out why he cannot change colour, and 

how to recover his lost ability.

CHINA English-100 2019 RPT PG a v Y Y Y

2022-05-05 1740 Drama The Emperor's Club

William Hundert (Kevin Kline) is a passionate and principled Classics professor who 

finds his tightly-controlled world shaken and inexorably altered when a new student, 

Sedgewick Bell (Emile Hirsch), walks into his classroom. What begins as a fierce 

battle of wills gives way to a close student-teacher relationship, but results in a life 

lesson for Hundert that will still haunt him a quarter of a century later.

USA English-100 2002 RPT PG l n s Y Y

2022-05-05 1940 Romantic Comedy Cafe Society

Set in the 1930s, Woody Allen's bittersweet romance follows Bronx-born Bobby 

Dorfman (Jesse Eisenberg) to Hollywood, where he falls in love, and back to New 

York, where he is swept up in the vibrant world of high society nightclub life. Allen's 

film conjures up a 1930s world that has passed to tell a deeply romantic tale of 

dreams that never die. Also stars Kristen Stewart and Steve Carell.

USA English-100 2016 RPT M a v Y

2022-05-05 2130 Drama Serena Period Dramas

North Carolina mountains in the 1920s - newly-weds George and Serena Pemberton 

begin to build a timber empire. Serena soon proves herself to be equal to any man - 

overseeing loggers, hunting rattle-snakes, even saving a man's life in the wilderness. 

With power and influence now in their hands, the Pembertons refuse to let anyone 

stand in the way of their inflated love and ambitions. Directed by Susanne Bier and 

stars Jennifer Lawrence and Bradley Cooper.

USA English-100 2014 MA s v 

2022-05-05 2335 Fantasy Sicilian Ghost Story

Against a heavy cloak of secrecy, a 12-year-old girl smitten with her handsome 

classmate ventures deeper and deeper into the enchanted Sicilian forests to find 

him, unaware of just how thick the mystery is behind his strange disappearance. 

Stars Julia Jedlikowska and Gaetano Fernandez.

ITALY Italian-100 2017 RPT MA a Y

2022-05-05 2600 Drama Reprise

A smart and compelling film about the seemingly inextricable subjects of art and 

madness. Close friends Erik and Philip are two young aspiring authors who 

simultaneously post their manuscripts to publishers. Only Phillip gets published and 

his subsequent obsessive romance triggers a psychosis which leads to several 

months in a psychiatric hospital. Directed by Joachim Trier and stars Anders 

Danielsen Lie, Espen Klouman-Høiner and Viktoria Winge.

NORWAY
Norwegian-99; Danish-

.5; French-.5
2006 RPT MA l s Y

2022-05-05 2800 Comedy The Belier Family

In the Bélier family, everyone is deaf, except dutiful sixteen-year-old Paula. She acts 

as an interpreter for her parents and younger brother in the running of the family 

dairy farm. However, she joins a choir, and it's not long before her music teacher 

discovers her talent. He offers her a chance to sit for the entrance exam of a vocal 

elite choir in Paris, but her parents take the news badly. Stars Karin Viard and 

François Damiens.

BELGIUM French-100 2014 RPT M l s Y h

2022-05-06 0600 Animation Toys And Pets

Nathan is one of a line of little toy porcelain figures that change colours in contact 

with water. But for some reason, his colour does not change, even though he was 

made by the Toy Master himself. One day, Nathan meets Timebot, a little robot. He 

decides to join him on an adventure to find out why he cannot change colour, and 

how to recover his lost ability.

CHINA English-100 2019 RPT PG a v Y Y Y

2022-05-06 0750 Romantic Comedy Bandslam

Will Burton has an uncommon chance to start his short life all over again. In a 

different town, at a fresh school, with the prospect of new friends, this formerly 

miserable teen misfit has got one shot to reinvent himself as the person he always 

wanted to be. Stars Gaelan Connell, Aly Michalka and Vanessa Hudgens.

USA English-100 2009 RPT PG Y

2022-05-06 0955 Animation Watership Down

The timeless animated classic based on the best-selling novel by Richard Adams. 

Nestled among the peaceful meadows of country England lives an idyllic community 

of rabbits. But their lives are changed forever when they learn that their warren will 

be destroyed. A small group, led by Hazel and Fiver, escapes into the unknown 

countryside in search of a new home.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1978 RPT PG Y

2022-05-06 1135 Comedy The Belier Family

In the Bélier family, everyone is deaf, except dutiful sixteen-year-old Paula. She acts 

as an interpreter for her parents and younger brother in the running of the family 

dairy farm. However, she joins a choir, and it's not long before her music teacher 

discovers her talent. He offers her a chance to sit for the entrance exam of a vocal 

elite choir in Paris, but her parents take the news badly. Stars Karin Viard and 

François Damiens.

BELGIUM French-100 2014 RPT M l s Y



2022-05-06 1335 Comedy Angrezi Medium

When his daughter decides to further her studies in London, a hardworking 

Rajasthani businessman does everything in power to make her dreams come true. 

Stars Irrfan Khan, Radhika Madan and Kareena Kapoor.

INDIA Hindi-87; English-13 2020 RPT PG a l v Y

2022-05-06 1615 Animation A Monster In Paris

A 3D-animated movie set in Paris in the year 1910 and centred on a monster who 

lives in a garden and his love for a beautiful, young singer named Lucille. Directed by 

Bibo Bergeron and stars Matthieu Chedid, Vanessa Paradis and Gad Elma.

FRANCE English-100 2011 RPT G Y

2022-05-06 1755 Drama Storm Boy 

Mike is a lonely Australian boy living in a coastal wilderness with his reclusive father. 

In search of friendship, he encounters an Indigenous man estranged from his tribe, 

and the two form a bond in the care of three orphaned pelican chicks. Stars Peter 

Cummins, David Dalaithngu and Greg Rowe.

AUSTRALIA English-100 1976 RPT PG a q 

2022-05-06 1935 Musical Sunshine On Leith

Based on the sensational stage hit of the same name, and featuring music by pop-

folk band The Proclaimers, this film follows the stories of Davy and Ally, who have to 

re-learn how to live life in Edinburgh after coming home from serving in 

Afghanistan. Both struggle to deal with the everyday business of family, jobs and 

relationships. Stars George MacKay, Kevin Guthrie and Jane Horrocks.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2013 RPT M a s v 

2022-05-06 2130 Drama The Chaperone Period Dramas

Set in the early 1920s, the Chaperone is a coming-of-age story centring on the 

relationship between the young, free-spirited and soon-to-be-famous Louise Brooks 

(Haley Lu Richardson) and her tee-totalling chaperone (Elizabeth McGovern). On 

their journey from the conservative confines of Kansas to the flash and sizzle of New 

York City, both women are driven by a kindred desire for self-discovery and 

liberation from the past.

USA English-100 2018 PG a l 

2022-05-06 2330 Mystery / Crime Burning

Based on a story by Haruki Murakami, Burning is novelistic in scope, grandeur and 

impact, and features three brilliant performances. It's a gripping psychological study 

of thwarted love, ambition, and obsession. Stars Yoo Ah-in, Steven Yeun and Jeon 

Jong-seo.

SOUTH KOREA Korean-100 2018 RPT M a d l n s v Y

2022-05-06 2610 Drama Miriam Lies

As her 15th birthday approaches, Miriam doesn't know how to explain to her family 

that the boyfriend she met online is black. Directed by Natalia Cabra and stars Dulce 

Rodríguez, Frank Perozo and Margaux Da Silva.

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC Spanish-100 2018 RPT M a l Y

2022-05-06 2750 Comedy The Mafia Kills Only In Summer

Italian satirist Pierfrancesco 'Pif' Diliberto's semi-autobiographical romantic comedy 

of childhood and first love, set in the tumultuous world of 1970s Italy. The film 

follows our precocious hero Arturo from childhood to maturity, wittily examining 

the pervasive influence the Cosa Nostra holds over the everyday lives of his family 

and community as he commences a life-long romantic pursuit of beautiful classmate 

and neighbour Flora.

ITALY Italian-100 2013 RPT M a l s v Y

2022-05-07 0530 Animation Watership Down

The timeless animated classic based on the best-selling novel by Richard Adams. 

Nestled among the peaceful meadows of country England lives an idyllic community 

of rabbits. But their lives are changed forever when they learn that their warren will 

be destroyed. A small group, led by Hazel and Fiver, escapes into the unknown 

countryside in search of a new home.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1978 RPT PG Y

2022-05-07 0710 Drama Storm Boy 

Mike is a lonely Australian boy living in a coastal wilderness with his reclusive father. 

In search of friendship, he encounters an Indigenous man estranged from his tribe, 

and the two form a bond in the care of three orphaned pelican chicks. Stars Peter 

Cummins, David Dalaithngu and Greg Rowe.

AUSTRALIA English-100 1976 RPT PG a q 

2022-05-07 0850 Animation A Monster In Paris

A 3D-animated movie set in Paris in the year 1910 and centred on a monster who 

lives in a garden and his love for a beautiful, young singer named Lucille. Directed by 

Bibo Bergeron and stars Matthieu Chedid, Vanessa Paradis and Gad Elma.

FRANCE English-100 2011 RPT G Y

2022-05-07 1030 Animation Toys And Pets

Nathan is one of a line of little toy porcelain figures that change colours in contact 

with water. But for some reason, his colour does not change, even though he was 

made by the Toy Master himself. One day, Nathan meets Timebot, a little robot. He 

decides to join him on an adventure to find out why he cannot change colour, and 

how to recover his lost ability.

CHINA English-100 2019 RPT PG a v Y Y Y

2022-05-07 1220 Mystery / Crime Burning

Based on a story by Haruki Murakami, Burning is novelistic in scope, grandeur and 

impact, and features three brilliant performances. It's a gripping psychological study 

of thwarted love, ambition, and obsession. Stars Yoo Ah-in, Steven Yeun and Jeon 

Jong-seo.

SOUTH KOREA Korean-100 2018 RPT M a d l n s v Y

2022-05-07 1500 Drama The Chaperone

Set in the early 1920s, the Chaperone is a coming-of-age story centring on the 

relationship between the young, free-spirited and soon-to-be-famous Louise Brooks 

(Haley Lu Richardson) and her tee-totalling chaperone (Elizabeth McGovern). On 

their journey from the conservative confines of Kansas to the flash and sizzle of New 

York City, both women are driven by a kindred desire for self-discovery and 

liberation from the past.

USA English-100 2018 RPT PG a l 

2022-05-07 1700 Romantic Comedy Bandslam

Will Burton has an uncommon chance to start his short life all over again. In a 

different town, at a fresh school, with the prospect of new friends, this formerly 

miserable teen misfit has got one shot to reinvent himself as the person he always 

wanted to be. Stars Gaelan Connell, Aly Michalka and Vanessa Hudgens.

USA English-100 2009 RPT PG Y



2022-05-07 1905 Comedy Strange Birds

Mavie is a 27 years old girl, clumsy, beautiful and full of doubts. Looking erratically 

for her own way, she moves to Paris and meets George, an old lonely and cynic 

librarian, who doesn't expect a thing from life. Love can assume different forms and 

their unconventional connection will definitely change Mavie's path in life. Stars 

Lolita Chammah and jean Sorel.

FRANCE French-100 2017 PG Y

2022-05-07 2030 Drama The Master
SBS World Movies 

Premiere

Set in America in the years following World War II, a charismatic intellectual 

launches a faith-based organisation and taps a young drifter as his right-hand man. 

But as the faith begins to gain a fervent following, the onetime vagabond finds 

himself questioning the belief system he has embraced - and his mentor. Directed 

by Paul Thomas Anderson and stars Philip Seymour Hoffman, Joaquin Phoenix and 

Amy Adams.

USA English-100 2012 MA l n s Y

2022-05-07 2300 Martial Arts Sword Master
SBS World Movies 

Premiere

Hong Kong cinema giants Derek Yee and Tsui Hark join forces in this martial arts 

epic, about an elite swordsman who is haunted by his skill, and a challenger who 

aims to take his place at all costs. Stars Kenny Lim, Peter Ho and Yiyan Jiang.

CHINA Mandarin-100 2016 MA v Y

2022-05-07 2500 Drama The Cowboys

When his 16-year-old daughter runs away from their prairie town east of France 

with her Muslim boyfriend, Alain and his young son, Kid, head out to find her. The 

journey takes the men to some far-off and unsettling places in what begins to feel 

like an endless quest. Directed by Thomas Bidegain (A Prophet) and stars Francois 

Damiens and Finnegan Oldfield.

FRANCE
French-70; English-

26; Arabic-2; Urdu-2
2015 RPT M a v Y

2022-05-07 2700 Comedy Unconscious

A delightful comedy of manners set in 1913 Barcelona that playfully questions 

sexual taboos through a Sherlock Holmes-style investigation. A light-hearted look at 

the early years of psychoanalysis. Winner of four Barcelona Film Awards in 2005, 

including Best Film. Directed by Joaquín Oristrell and stars Leonor Watling, Luis 

Tosar and Àlex Brendemühl.

SPAIN Spanish-100 2004 RPT M a n s Y


